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For more than 100 years,

the SBC Communications family of

companies has been delivering quality

communications services to customers.

Today, the SBC network is 

in the midst of a revolution.

New, advanced technologies 

are ushering in a new era of

telecommunications.

By the year 2010, the SBC network 

will look completely different 

than it does today.
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Building the Network of Tomorrow for Tomorrow’s Customer

These changes enable SBC companies to support

a new generation of services for business and

residential customers, allowing them to

communicate in ways never before imagined.
For example:

� Milwaukee-based Aurora Health Care uses SBC GigaMAN optical

networking service to take advantage of complex applications

that require high bandwidth, such as its Picture Archiving

Computer System (PACS) for medical imaging and webcasts of

surgeries, which are used as a teaching tool. As the organization

moves toward 100 percent digital facilities, the SBC GigaMAN

service is paving the way for Aurora to move its entire patient

catalog to a single digital platform so that patients’ records are

available at any time, at any location.

� Cleveland-based Cuyahoga Community College (Tri-C) uses SBC

optical and Ethernet networking services to handle high-volume and

data-intensive traffic and to allow students to share printers,

applications, files and servers at all computer lab locations. The

network allows Tri-C to transport bandwidth-intensive applications, such as large files and video, and

provides strong distance-learning capabilities. Today, a student can watch a broadcast of a missed class

on any campus computer, and employees can watch collegewide broadcasts from their PC desktops.

“We’ve invested

heavily in advanced

technologies in order to

provide world-class health

care. We needed a

provider that could help

us provide a world-class

infrastructure in order to

deliver the benefits of

those systems to our

patients.”

Jeff Warren
director of technical services,

Aurora Health Care
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� Kansas City-based UMB Bank adopted an SBC-managed Voice over IP (VoIP) system to update a

costly, outdated, incompatible and decentralized voice network. The VoIP network allowed for the

standardization of voice applications, routers, switches and network access across all UMB Bank

branch locations, and it improved the responsiveness of bank associates by providing additional

resources for communication with customers. The solution resulted in a total annual savings of

approximately $120,000.

This brochure highlights the multiple advanced technologies that are changing the face of the SBC

network — and bringing the latest communications tools to its customers.

Access
Today: Plugging Into the World

Today, SBC companies serve basic voice customer demand through direct copper cable and Digital

Loop Carrier/Next-Generation Digital Loop Carrier.

Customers who require higher bandwidth use access technologies like ADSL/HDSL, DS1, DS3,

traditional SONET and Optical Ethernet. Service bandwidth can range from 384 Kbps to 160 Gbps and

more for metropolitan optical services.

Tomorrow: Moving Ahead at Lightspeed

Under Project Lightspeed, SBC companies are deploying fiber-optic connections much closer to

residential customers to extend the reach of high-bandwidth services. This new residential network

will enable SBC companies to provide integrated IP-based television, ultrahigh-speed broadband,

IP voice and wireless bundles of products and services. By the end of 2007, SBC plans call for Project

Lightspeed connections to reach 18 million homes and small businesses. About 38,800 miles of 

fiber-optic cable will be deployed to achieve this objective.

Fiber provides the optimal platform for delivery of IP traffic — in the form of voice, video and data —

at speeds that go far beyond existing network technologies. With bandwidth of up to 25 Mbps and

beyond, Project Lightspeed

will enable SBC companies to

deliver to home and business 

users the type of bandwidth

that traditionally has been

available only for larger

companies.

Residential Fiber-Deployment Plan

Central Hub

Today

F I B E R C O P P E R

Central Hub

Fiber to the Premise (FTTP)

F I B E R

Fiber to the Neighborhood (FTTN)
F I B E R C O P P E R

Central Hub
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Project Lightspeed will be complemented by continued expansion of the industry-leading SBC broadband

DSL footprint. The SBC objective is to provide broadband options for as many customers in its local

service territory as possible … business and residential, small and large, metropolitan and rural.

Transport
Today: Flexible Solutions

Transport continues to be an area of growth for SBC companies, fueled by large-enterprise customers

needing higher bandwidth capacities for storage networking, LAN interconnection and business-

continuity applications.

Today, SBC companies

meet customer transport

needs through its DS1

to OC-192 services,

delivered by using

traditional SONET and

Next-Generation SONET

elements.

Customers requiring

Ethernet connectivity

have the option of using switched or point-to-point Ethernet or Ethernet over SONET.

For customers with large-bandwidth demands, the company offers Dense Wave Division Multiplexing

(DWDM) in a point-to-point or ring configuration.

Tomorrow: More Options, More Efficiency

The SBC network will continue to build on its current portfolio of transport services to support the

needs of its customers.

Network enhancements will include the incorporation of Next-Generation Data and Transport Elements

(NGDTEs) with TDM cross-connect, Layer 2 switching and Layer 3 routing capabilities in a single

network component, along with Optical Cross-Connect devices and ROADM technologies. As NGDTEs

achieve more multifunctional capabilities, the need for multiple discrete components in the network

will be greatly reduced. Network functionality will be managed under a common Generalized Multi-

Protocol Label Switching )GMPLS) control plane. All of these enhancements will allow greater

functionality, efficiency and transport options.

The SBC Transport Continuum
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Data Services
Today: Equipment in the Network

Today, SBC companies provide data services using a

combination of ATM/Frame Relay and Ethernet switches, along

with IP routers, that are located both at the edge and in the

core of the network.

This configuration enables SBC companies to deliver a full

range of traditional data services, as well as a rapidly growing

portfolio of IP-based business networking services. The SBC

PremierSERV Network-Based VPN service is an example of 

new-generation connectivity technologies, with networking

“intelligence” delivered over the SBC IP network, as opposed

to equipment owned and maintained by the business customer.

Today’s SBC infrastructure enables

support of hybrid networking, which

most businesses will need to pursue as

they evolve from traditional data

technologies to new-generation 

IP services.

Tomorrow: Intelligence at 
the Edge

With Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) functionality built into the IP backbone, SBC companies

will increasingly move network intelligence and functionality and complexity to the edge of the

network. This shift will result in the additional ability for SBC companies to deliver network-hosted

services, offering faster ramp-up times, less complexity for customers, and increased security and

efficiency across the network. Existing ATM/Frame Relay, Ethernet and other local networks will

provide edge access to the MPLS core.

“The SBC team is a partner

that offers us a total solution.

We are now able to better

manage costs and more

efficiently utilize our internal

resources without having to

worry about our network.”

Jim Matteoni 
chief information officer, UMB Bank

Hybrid Networking

Layer 2
Network

Private IP
Network

Local
Access
Metro
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Voice Services
Today: Evolving the Circuits

Stability and reliability are the hallmarks of the SBC voice network.

The circuit-switched voice network has achieved “five nines” reliability using traditional Class 5

switches and tandems.

Tomorrow: Moving to Packets

In what is widely seen as the most substantial technological advance in telecommunications in 

100 years, circuit-switched voice conversations are evolving to the language of the Internet: IP. Many

business customers are already adopting VoIP today. SBC companies will deliver residential VoIP

options over DSL in 2005, and these options will expand with the deployment of fiber technologies

with Project Lightspeed.

Since IP services use the same basic protocol to carry voice, data and video over a single network

infrastructure, new, advanced communications features and integration of services are possible for the

first time.

SBC companies will use an overlay network strategy to provide VoIP solutions: The traditional network

will remain in place, but the IP network will be available to serve customers who have migrated to

packet technology. Gateway services will allow interconnections with other providers.

The complete transition to VoIP technology will take years. In the meantime, SBC companies are

committed to delivering a full range of options for business and residential customers, providing the

right services to best meet specific, individual customer communications needs. In addition to VoIP

services, SBC companies are developing IP-powered services that add functionality to traditional voice

services, like its Unified Communications IP-based messaging service.

Unified Communications Infrastructure

CPE & Managed CPE
• IP TDM PBX interworking
• Router/LAN
• QoS and NAT

HIPCS Soft Switch
Web Portal and
Feature Server
Infrastructure

IP Connectivity
DIA, NB-VPN

HIPCS IP
to TDM
Gateway

PSTN Interworking

SBC 
IP/MPLS
Network

Unified
Communications

Infrastructure
PSTN

Conferenceing
• Audio
• Web
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Wireless
Today: Cutting the Cord

Ten years ago, a wireless phone was a luxury for a privileged few.

Today, millions of residential and business customers depend on

wireless services for voice and, increasingly, data services.

SBC companies are pursuing an ongoing initiative to combine

wireline and wireless communications services to enable

customers to access corporate applications virtually anywhere,

anytime and on any device.

SBC-affiliate Cingular Wireless is the nation’s largest wireless

company today, with the nation’s most extensive and powerful

network assets. Cingular has extensively deployed EDGE wireless

data services, enabling wireless access to e-mail, applications,

and the Internet at speeds of up to 135 Kbps.

In addition to Cingular’s assets, SBC companies are deploying

SBC FreedomLink Wi-Fi hot spots throughout the nation. This

service provides high-speed Wi-Fi connectivity at more than

3,900 locations and growing, including at select McDonald’s

restaurants and The UPS Stores® (formerly Mail Boxes Etc.), as well as at numerous hotels, airports,

convention centers and other

businesses nationwide. At the hot

spots, subscribers can use laptop

computers and personal digital

assistants to wirelessly connect to the

Internet and corporate networks at

speeds 50 to 100 times as fast as a

dial-up connection.

SBC companies also provide wireless local area network options for business and residential customers,

enabling access to voice and data applications from anywhere within a home or business location.

“The Tri-C network now

provides our students, staff

and administrators with a

highly reliable electronic

highway. Today, when our

users need to e-mail each

other from one campus to

another, look up information

on the Internet for

schoolwork or access our

Web-based services, we can

offer them high-speed, 24/7

availability.”

Dr. Carl Powell 
vice president, technology systems 

and resources, Cuyahoga Community

College

Anytime, Anywhere Access 
Four Key Elements

Wired Network

Wireless LAN

SBC FreedomLink Hot Spot

Nationwide Wireless Network

Office Public
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Tomorrow: Anytime, Anywhere Access

SBC companies are seeking to create a new category of integrated products and services that deliver

greater value, simplicity and productivity for customers. Ultimately, the SBC strategy is to combine its

wireline and wireless network assets to enable customers to access applications and information

practically anytime and anywhere.

In the coming months, Cingular Wireless assets will accommodate even more rich and bandwidth-

intensive data services through the rollout of UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System),

HSDPA (High-Speed Downlink Packet Access) and IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) technologies

throughout the nation’s top 100 metropolitan areas. These technologies, combined with Cingular’s

strong spectrum position in top U.S. cities, will enable delivery of wireless broadband at 7.2 Mbps

by 2006.

With its extensive wireline network and wireless assets, SBC companies are uniquely positioned to

deliver on this anytime, anywhere access vision.

  Wired

Anytime, Anywhere Access 
Integration Makes It Possible, Simple for Customers

   Wireless

Wired Data Networks (LAN)

Wired Voice Networks (Centrex, PBX)

Seamless Mobility

Converged Wired Networks (VoIP)

Cellular Voice/Data

WLAN Networks

Wireless Voice/Data Networks
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Backbone Infrastructure
Today: Core Data Networks

Customers have a wide variety of IP solutions to meet their needs, thanks to the SBC IP and

ATM/Frame Relay core data networks. To bring the added benefits of network-based VPN to

customers, the SBC IP network is now MPLS-enabled.

Tomorrow: Converged MPLS Backbone

Frame Relay and ATM networks will continue to exist for the next five to 10 years as access networks;

however, the core of the network will evolve into MPLS.

An MPLS core will bring the benefits of Layer 2 switching to the Layer 3 routing networks. These

benefits include increased performance, flexibility and scalability.

Over the next several years, SBC companies will converge their Layer 2 and Layer 3 networks using

MPLS. This migration occurs at the same time that many customers are looking to reduce complexity

and cost by migrating toward IP-based services and converged applications and corporate networks.

Ultimately, this converged network will provide a more efficient, flexible platform for SBC companies

and their customers. In the meantime, SBC companies recognize that the transition is an evolutionary

process and are delivering interoperable services today that enable customers to migrate toward IP in

the way that makes the most sense for them.

Network Convergence 

Application
Voice, E-Mail, Web Surfing, Video 

Service
Internet Protocol (IP), SS7

MPLS Router/Switch

IP Routing Over MPLS

MultiService Switch

SONET-Switched TDM Fixed WDM

Circuit Transport
SONET, PT – PT Ethernet, WDM

Physical
Optical Fiber, Copper Twisted-Pair Coaxial Cable

Today

Packet Transport
ATM, Frame Relay, X.25, Switched Ethernet

GMPLS-Switched TDM and WDM
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Closing
The technology will change, but our commitment to customers will not.

Ultimately, our network technologies converge to allow business and residential customers to realize

seamless anytime, anywhere communications. For a business, this can mean connecting multiple

offices while enabling employees to access network resources while at home or on the road. For a

home user, it can mean unified services that enable voice, data and video services over a single

broadband “pipe.”

SBC network assets make it possible for the SBC family of companies to make anytime, anywhere

connectivity a reality, without sacrificing the quality, performance, reliability and security that have

been hallmarks of our service portfolio for more than 100 years. As technology continues to advance,

the SBC commitment to these high standards is a constant.

Converged Network Access

DSL – SOHO

Wireless – PDA, Laptop, Cell Phone

Private IP
Backbone

(MPLS Core)

Frame/ATM

Metro
Optical

HQ Site 1
Opt-E-Man

Access Gateway

VoIP PBX Branch 4 DS-3/IP

VoIP PBX Branch 5 DS-3/IP

VoIP PBX Branch 4 DS-3/IP

VoIP PBX Branch 1 DS-1/FR

VoIP PBX Branch 2 DS-3/ATM

VoIP PBX Branch 3 DS-1/FR
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